Violence problems

All I see is people in dark
killing, shooting and hurting themselves, for what?
You mad at someone you gonna go and put your gun on them, for what?
Just because he took your girlfriend
how silly?

I used to play basketball at the park but now I can't why
because I am scared because I mite got shoot next
I used to chill outside court with my
friends but now where are they?
Dead, and they had never done anything wrong

My mother don't even allow me to go outside because she scared
that I mite start to do drugs like the rest of them.

Now parents are sending there children to boxing clubs, karate
classes trying to stop violence but it won't help if
someone has a gun and you has no weapon to us
so what are you going to do?

My idea to stop violence to tell all people who use guns
to stop and use there hands.
I even think that they don't even know
to use there minds.